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- Simple, user-friendly
interface - Select which
types of registry keys to
scan for errors - Add
custom values to the
fields in the user scan
page - View detailed
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information regarding
the registry keys -
Delete invalid registry
keys from the system -
Very easy to use, don't
waste time in
downloading and
installing the program -
Open source software -
Free, no installation
required - Very light on
resources - Software
works with all current



versions of Windows -
Removes registry keys
identified by the
program - A simple and
intuitive user interface -
Data is stored in the
temporary folder - Does
not search for possible
security holes - Windows
95/98/Me/NT/2000/XP
compatible - Supports
scan in background -
Can be started from



either a shortcut on the
desktop or from the Run
dialog - Runs with either
32-bit or 64-bit versions
of Windows - Has a
clean, non-cluttered and
simple design - Has no
banner advertisements -
A couple of extra
background processes
are running to display
banner advertisements
for the company that



developed the software -
The program is very
light on resources and
does not have a heavy
footprint - Source code
is available, and is also
free to download - You
can download the source
code from the project's
official web site - The
program is fully free and
open source - The
source code is being



distributed under the
GPL license - The
program has no hidden
features that you cannot
see - You can see for
yourself that the
program is not a virus -
You can read and use
the source code for
yourself - You can take
the source code for the
program and re-
distribute it - The source



code is available - The
source code is free -
Source code is available
- You can build the
program yourself - You
can build the program
yourself - The source
code is available for free
- Free - It is free - It is
totally free - It is free -
The source code is free -
The source code is free -
The source code is free -



It is free - It is free - It is
free - It is free - The
source code is free - It is
free - The source code is
free - It is free - The
source code is free - The
source code is free - The
source code is free -
Free - The source code
is free - It is free -
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Is an automatic email
transcription/conversion
software. KEYMACRO
can convert text from
any application into
Microsoft Word format.
It can also convert text
from Word into the
application which is
currently open.
KEYMACRO can record
audio from any source
and save the audio file



as MP3, WAV, AIFF or
WMA format. It also
supports auto detection
of your mic and line in
settings. KEYMACRO
can convert any file,
including images and
pdf files, into a Word
document, image or PDF
file. The program also
supports multiple
document insertion.
RegBuster is a



lightweight utility
designed to help
average users clean up
broken or corrupt
registry keys from the
operating system.
Ideally, removing
broken registry keys has
been proven to fix
common problems with
the OS and speed up the
computer. The program
comes with a simple and



user-friendly interface
that provides a short
description regarding
the registry key and
enables you to select the
areas that you prefer to
be scanned. The areas
that you can scan to
identity errors, invalid
settings as well as
software paths that no
longer exist include
Control Scan, User



Scan, System Software,
System Fonts, System
Help Files, Shared
Libraries, Startup
Entries, Installation
Strings, Virtual Devices,
History and Start Menu,
Deep System Scan and
MRU Lists. Depending
on the options selected
and how often you
perform maintenance on
your computer, you



should bear in mind that
the analysis process can
take up to a few
minutes. Considering
the nature of the
application, it is highly
advisable that you learn
more about the registry
keys you are about to
delete. In the
eventuality you erase an
important key, then
there is a good chance



that you cannot use the
computer and hence,
you need to install
Windows from scratch.
KEYMACRO
Description: Is an
automatic email
transcription/conversion
software. KEYMACRO
can convert text from
any application into
Microsoft Word format.
It can also convert text



from Word into the
application which is
currently open.
KEYMACRO can record
audio from any source
and save the audio file
as MP3, WAV, AIFF or
WMA format. It also
supports auto detection
of your mic and line in
settings. KEYMACRO
can convert any file,
including images and



pdf files, into a Word
document, image or PDF
file. The program also
supports multiple
document insertion.
RegBuster is a
lightweight utility
designed to help
average users clean up
broken or corrupt
registry keys from the
operating system.
Ideally, removing



broken registry keys has
2edc1e01e8
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This tool is intended to
be a simple registry
cleaner. Its purpose is to
identify and delete
registry keys that are no
longer needed.
(Reference URL: Never,
ever, corrupt the
registry! Recover your
Windows installation if
you ever do - it could be



devastating! WinRAR is
a free archiver and
unarchiver with 7-Zip-
compatibility and
support for ZIP, RAR,
GZ, ACE, CAB, ARJ,
COC, TAR, ISO, UUE,
CHM, RM, RPM, MSI,
ELF, TAR.GZ, WAR,
CAB, SVR, VRB, VRS,
SRK, SR2, ISO, ARK,
LHA, Z, CAB, SVR,
WAR, VRS, SR2, SRT,



ZIP, RAR, Z, ARJ, CAB,
SVR, WAR, VRS, SR2,
SRT, ZIP, RAR, ACE,
COC, ARJ, CAB, TAR,
UUE, CHM, RPM, MSI,
ELF, TAR.GZ, WAR,
CAB, SVR, VRB, SRK,
SRT, LHA, Z, ISO, ZIP,
RAR, GZ, ACE, COC,
CAB, TAR, UUE, CHM,
RPM, MSI, ELF,
TAR.GZ, WAR, CAB,
SVR, VRB, SRK, SRT,



LHA, Z, ISO, ZIP, RAR,
GZ, ACE, COC, CAB,
TAR, UUE, CHM, RPM,
MSI, ELF, TAR.GZ,
WAR, CAB, SVR, VRB,
SRK, SRT, LHA, Z, ISO,
ZIP, RAR, GZ, ACE,
COC, CAB, TAR, UUE,
CHM, RPM, MSI, ELF,
TAR.GZ, WAR, CAB,
SVR, VRB, SRK, SRT,
LHA, Z, ISO, ZIP, RAR,
GZ, ACE, COC, CAB,



TAR, UUE, CHM, RPM,
MSI, ELF, TAR.GZ,
WAR, CAB, SVR, VRB,
SRK,
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designed to help
average users clean up
broken or corrupt
registry keys from the
operating system. The
program comes with a
simple and user-friendly
interface that provides a
short description
regarding the registry
key and enables you to
select the areas that you
prefer to be scanned.



The areas that you can
scan to identity errors,
invalid settings as well
as software paths that
no longer exist include
Control Scan, User
Scan, System Software,
System Fonts, System
Help Files, Shared
Libraries, Startup
Entries, Installation
Strings, Virtual Devices,
History and Start Menu,



Deep System Scan and
MRU Lists. Depending
on the options selected
and how often you
perform maintenance on
your computer, you
should bear in mind that
the analysis process can
take up to a few
minutes.



System Requirements For RegBuster:

OS: Windows 7 or
Windows 8.1 CPU: Intel
Core i5 or AMD Phenom
II X4, 2.2GHz or faster
(2.8GHz or faster
recommended) RAM:
4GB (8GB
recommended) GPU:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX
760 or ATI Radeon HD
7750 or better DirectX:



Version 11 Direct3D:
Version 11 Storage: 4GB
available space Hard
Drive: 1GB (2GB
recommended)
Additional Notes:
Minimum play time is 2
hours Setup and Control
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